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Between December 21, 1966, and January 26,
1967, an air-sampling experiment was conducted at
Plateau Station. By means of a vane-type vacuum
pump, air was pulled through Millipore membrane
filters attached to the top of a 5.5—rn mast about 300
m from the main station and about 75 m from the
summer camp.

The filters, of 0.8-jz pore size, were changed every
two days. At the end of the season, the filters were
returned to the Institute of Polar Studies for micro-
scopic study. Particles larger than about 3 or 4 in
diameter were counted under reflected light accord-
ing to a classification based on simple optical and
morphological properties (cf. table).

Some of the filters were contaminated by stove
smoke and engine exhaust fumes from the main sta-
tion and the summer camp. These contamination
sources were identified through a comparison of the
wind-direction and particle-count records, which
revealed that the particle-collection rate increased by
a factor of 10 to 100 when the wind blew from those
locations. The contaminating particles were mostly
black, opaque angular grains.

The number of particles collected during the
cleanest sampling intervals exceeded the contamina-
tion originally present on the unexposed filters by a
factor of about 10. On the average, the background
of original contamination was relatively much smaller.

Particle counts on the filters that were uncontamin-
ated by smoke were compared with the precipitation
record. (This record consisted of observations of the
occurrence of precipitation, rather than accumulation,
because accumulation over a time interval of 48 hours
would be very difficult to measure at Plateau Station,
where the total annual accumulation is only about
3 cm in water equivalent.) The presence or absence
of snow, ice fog, and ice crystals in the air was noted
every three hours.

Although there is a rather large scattering of points
on the graph comparing total particle-collection
rates (all classes of particles) with precipitation rates,
the points for uncontaminated samples generally
conform to a straight line passing near the origin
(Fig. 1). A doubling of the precipitation rate was
accompanied by a doubling of the total particle-col-
lection rate. This result was consistent with a pre-
cipitation mechanism that requires each observed
dust particle to be associated with a relatively con-
stant number of precipitation particles. The result

Classification of particles collected at Plateau Station

Class	 Description
I Opaque spherules with metallic luster

II Opaque spherules with nonmetallic luster
III Transparent and translucent spherules and discs

IVA Transparent angular particles with vitreous luster
IVB1 Translucent, colorless or amber, angular particles with

dull luster
IVB2 Translucent and transparent colored particles
IVC Translucent blebs with attachments and inclusions
VA Opaque angular particles in clusters with nonmetallic

luster
VB Opaque angular particles with nonmetallic luster
VC Opaque angular particles with metallic luster
VI Spherule clusters included in a matrix

was not consistent with either extensive "dry" fallout
or spontaneous nucleation of water vapor.

Collection rates of the various classes of particles
were also compared with precipitation rates (Fig. 2).
In several cases, the points conform well to straight
lines with slopes (number of particles per observation
of precipitation) indicative of the changing abun-
dances of the particular classes in a variable precipi-
tation flux. The slope of the curve is about equal to 3
for Class I spherules, 10 for Class III spherules, 20
for transparent angular particles, 20 for translucent
angular particles, and 7 for opaque angular particles.
The data for other particle classes exhibited too much
scatter to he interpreted. However, it appears that the
sum of the slopes for the other classes should be nearly
equal to minus 10; that is, they may become less abun-
dant at higher precipitation fluxes.

The most interesting result concerned the abun-
dance of Class III (transparent) spherules relative
to other particles. In Fig. 3, the percentages of Class
III spherules are plotted against the precipitation
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Figure 1. Total particle collection rate vs. precipitation rate
for all but the most highly contaminated sampling intervals.
The types of precipitation observed during the interval are
indicated by symbols. The sample representing the interval
when no precipitation was reported should be moved to the
right, as other evidence indicates that the station was en-

veloped in clouds at that time.
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Figure 2. Collection rate of Class I, III, IVA, IVB 1 , and T7B
particles is, precipitation rate. Highly contaminated samples
are not plotted, with the exception of filter 3, which is identi-

fied by number.
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rates. A doubling of the precipitation rate was accom-
panied by a five-fold increase in the relative abun-
dance of Class III spherules.

This unusual increase may be the result of one of
the following aspects of nucleation. At times of low
precipitation rates, water vapor will sublimate onto
only the most favorable ice nuclei, provided that the
lack of vapor is the factor limiting precipitation. An
increase in the humidity, leading to a higher precipi-
tation rate, will deplete the supply of favorable nuclei
in a limited reservoir, and less favorable nuclei will
begin to be used in increasing numbers. In this case,
it seems that transparent spherules may be considered
unfavorable nuclei as compared to other classes of
particles.

If, on the other hand, the lack of dust is the factor
limiting precipitation, it might reasonably be expected
that almost all kinds of particles would serve as nuclei
at low precipitation rates. With the arrival of addi-
tional dust, the favorable nuclei would overtake the
less favorable ones in the formation of precipitation.
Here it seems that transparent spherules would have
to be considered favorable nuclei.

The availability of data on humidity might enable
us to decide which hypothesis to reject. For the pres-
ent, however, it seems that the transparent spherules
are more likely to be unfavorable nuclei because they
have extremely smooth, glassy surfaces, perhaps lack-
ing in sites for epitaxial growth of ice. A more de-
tailed discussion of the results of this experiment has
been prepared and will be published elsewhere. An-
other air sampling experiment is now under way at
Pole Station.
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Figure 3. Relative abundance (percent) of Class III sphe-
rules vs. precipitation rate. Only uncontaminated samples are

plotted.

Electrical Phenomena in Snow Drift'

E. R. WISHART
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As a field trial for a planned study of drift snow at
Plateau Station ,2 measurements of drift-snow con-
centration, wind, and net electric charge were made
at Byrd Station on December 13 and 14, 1967, and
on January 9, 1968, by means of newly developed
electronic drift-gauge and Faraday-cage equipment.
On December 14, charge measurements for individual
drift-snow particles were obtained for the first time
in Antarctica. On January 9, records were obtained
of the currents flowing in a 30-m-long copper wire
stretched perpendicularly to the wind direction. Air
and snow temperatures and Formvar casts of drift
particles were obtained on all occasions.

The surface during the period December 13-14
consisted of fresh, loose snow that was about 1°C.
colder than the air and gave rise to complex drift-
particle shapes prone to corona discharge effects. The
net snow charges obtained during the period Decem-
ber 13-14 ranged from —1.4 to —7.7 X 10 coul/g,
with individual particle charges ranging from 5 X 1014
to 5 X 10" coul/g. The sensitivity of the measuring
system, about 2>< 10-14 coul, limited the charge meas-
urements to approximately 40 percent of the particles
caught.

The surface on January 8-9, 1968, consisted of
old, crusted snow that was 3-4°C. warmer than the
air and resulted in simple, rounded drift particles.
Again, the net snow charges were always negative
but, by comparison with those measured on Decem-
ber 13-14, an order of magnitude larger—ranging
from 3.3 to 5.7 x 10 8 coul/g. This increase in the
charges may have been due to the simpler particle
shapes that predominated in the drift snow of Janu-
ary 9. The wire currents were found to be closely
related to the drift-snow flux.

To interpret these results, a number of different
charging processes were considered, only one of which
—the ice-temperature gradient effect (Latham and
Mason, 1961)—appears to provide a satisfactory
explanation. However, the maximum wind speed at
the 10-rn level did not exceed 15 rn/sec while the
measurements were being taken. Thus the results of
this preliminary work apply only to moderate drift

'This investigation was carried out as part of the Uni-
versity of Melbourne studies described infra by Radok,
Schwerdtfeger, and Weller.

Circumstances prevented the Plateau study from being
carried out.
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